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ABSTRACT Methods for designing frequency selective surface for optical windows are analyzed and
experimentally verified. Four methods; ITO coatings, graphene, metallic nano-coatings andmetallic meshes;
are compared in terms of optical transmission and shielding effectiveness (SE) characteristics. ITO is the
most common method for increasing SE performance in the visible band. However, in the infrared band,
transmission of ITO is limited. Metallic nano-coating is an alternative for ITO with underperformance from
the SE and optical transmission point. Graphene is an emerging method and needs further development.
SE performance of the graphene prevents it from being a single material for shielding applications.
On the other hand, it might be involved in applications where back reflection is critical because of the
electromagnetic absorption characteristic. Metallic mesh is a successful candidate for applications requiring
high level SE and optical transmission. However, dielectric properties of substrate the mesh applied, and
diffraction effects should be carefully analyzed.

INDEX TERMS Frequency selective surface, ITO, metallic mesh, nano-coating, shielding effectiveness.

I. INTRODUCTION
Imaging systems are being used in more platforms under
challenging environmental conditions. It is an essential part
of unmanned systems, which are in high demand nowa-
days. One of the biggest disadvantages of these systems,
which have many applications from visible to infrared wave-
length, is susceptibility to environmental effects due to their
optical windows. These systems, performing surveillance
and countermeasure tasks in addition to attacking functions
such as searching, tracking, marking, and imaging in the
infrared band, are expected to work without any weakness.
It is required to be robust against electromagnetic energy
generated by RF transmitters. Under these circumstances,
optical windows are expected to behave as frequency selec-
tive surfaces, meaning that transparent in a wide spectrum
from infrared to visible wavelength and filter the microwave
frequency band where electromagnetic signals are used
frequently.
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II. SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS
Shielding effectiveness (SE) is defined as the ratio of incident
field to transmitted field. In other words, reduction of field
intensity by reflections and/or losses [20]. The field can
be either electric or magnetic field. Shielding effectiveness
consists of mainly two terms as absorption and reflection.

The correction factor arises in the case of multiple reflec-
tions and can be neglected in plane wave approach [11].

To define absorption loss, another term, skin depth, should
be mentioned. The skin depth is explained as the distance
required for the electromagnetic wave to attenuate up to 1/e
or 37% and expressed as follows:

δ =

√
2

ωµσ
(1)

Absorption loss occurs as a result of the heating of the
environment by resisting currents induced on the surface. The
absorption effect for good conductors with thickness t can be
expressed as [21]:

A = 20loget/δ (2)
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FIGURE 1. Ultraviolet, visible and infrared spectrum.

Gold is one of the favorite metals for nanoelectronics
applications because of its stability and uniformly distributed
conductivity. As seen from Figure 2, skin depth of gold is
above 500nm up to 18GHz. The thickness of the coating used
for most of the lithography applications is less than 300nm
and 4nm for ultrathin metallic coatings. Additionally, the
lithography process requires evaporation of gold. Gathered
gold on the surface has 33% of bulk gold conductivity, which
is inversely proportional with skin depth. In light of this infor-
mation, the thickness of metallic coatings is not sufficient for
absorption loss and could be ignored.

FIGURE 2. Skin depth of gold vs frequency.

The last term, reflection loss, is a function of impedances
of incident wave and conductive coating. For a plane wave
assumption, the impedance of the incident wave becomes:

Z0 =
√
µ0

ε0
(3)

SE of a conductive coating could be calculated by the ratio
of the impedance of the coating to the impedance of the
electromagnetic wave [10]:

SE(dB) = 20log

∣∣Zcoating∣∣∣∣Zwave + Z coating∣∣ (4)

Impedance of the coating consists of real and imaginary
parts. While the real part corresponds to the resistance of the
coating, the imaginary part represents the reactance. Accord-
ing to transmission line theory, when the thickness of film
is less than skin depth δ, the DC resistance of a smooth
and continuous metal film coating could be calculated as
follows [12]:

RDC_coating =
1
σ t

(5)

σ represents the conductivity of the metal and t represents
the thickness of the metal. However, the approximation fails
when the thickness is less than mean free electron path. This
subject will be explained in the following paragraphs.

RF attenuation related to metallic coatings is independent
of frequency and could be expressed by the surface resistivity
of the coating only [21]. In other words, by using only the
resistance of the coating, the RF attenuation can be calcu-
lated, and the reactance part can be neglected. In the applica-
tions section, formulas and approximations given above will
be used when necessary.

III. APPLICATIONS
Evaluating the previous studies, 3 candidate methods have
been determined for designing frequency selective optical
window. These methods are:’’

ITO coatings
Graphene coatings
Metallic Nano Structures.

The concepts of optical transmittance and shielding effec-
tiveness are inversely proportional to each other due to phys-
ical nature. In order to increase shielding effectiveness (with
same method and feature parameter assumption), optical
transmittance should be waived. 3 candidate methods men-
tioned above will be compared according to shielding effec-
tiveness and optical transmittance performances.

A. ITO COATINGS
First Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) related patent was filed
in 1947 making it a mature technology nowadays [16]. ITO
coating, which is a member of the metal oxides family,
is transparent due to its wide band gaps and has a conductive
structure due to the donor level being close to the conduc-
tion band [1]. Although these coatings, obtained from the
combination of Indium oxide (In2O3) and tin oxide (SnO2),
are transparent in the visible band, they act reflective in the
infrared band [2].

To examine the performance of ITO, B270 substrate is
coated as shown in Figure 3 and tested in terms of opti-
cal transparency, SE properties. The optical transmission of
uncoated and 360nm thick ITO coated B270 substrate is
measured via spectrometer and results are given in Figure 4.
In the visible band, transmission of the ITO coating is 93%
maximum and 84% average. After a dip around 650nm,

FIGURE 3. ITO coated B270 (left) and 4nm silver coated M-ZnS (right)
with uncoated substrates.
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FIGURE 4. Optical transparency of ITO coating.

transmission reaches 86% at 700nm and starts to decrease.
After 2000nm, the transparency of ITO is fairly low for
optical applications. Anti-reflective coatings can increase the
optical performance of ITO especially in the visible band at
the expense of increased complexity and the cost.

Sheet resistance of the coating is measured as 23�/� via
four-point probemethod. Uniformity of the coating is verified
by multiple measurements from various locations. Expected
theoretical SE value can be calculated as 19.27dB via general
SE formula:

SEDC_coating = 20log

 1

1+ Z0
2RDC_coating

 (6)

FIGURE 5. PerkinElmer lambda 950 UV/VIS spectrometer setup.

The shielding effectiveness measurement test setup is
shown in Figure 7. Shielding effectiveness is measured
in 300MHz - 18GHz frequency band via coaxial holder
method (details of this method is given in ASTMD4935 stan-
dard and [17]). Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) is used in
the setup. 10 successive measurements are taken, and Monte
Carlo method is used to eliminate the effects regarding the
uncertainties of the measurement system.

ITO coating specified above has shown an average
of 18.7dB and a minimum of 16.4dB shielding. The theoret-
ical results and measurement results are close to each other
with maximum of 2.9dB deviation.

B. GRAPHENE
Graphene applications have been intensely researched and
analyzed in recent years. Although there is still room for
improvement in production, transfer from one surface to

FIGURE 6. Shielding effectiveness results of ITO coating.

FIGURE 7. Coaxial holder and VNA setup for measurement of SE.

another and endurance to harsh environmental conditions,
deem it worth of investigation due to their promise for char-
acteristics. Based on the research, graphene film’s surface
resistance performance could be as low as 11�/� with
optical transparency of 91% [3]. The current sheet resistance
and shielding effectiveness (in the frequency band of 2.2
– 7.5GHz) level of graphene is reported as 635�/� and
2.27dB respectively [14]. Regardless of highest possible per-
formance or current production problems, graphene is not
expected to be the single material for shielding applications.
However, since most of the SE of graphene originates from
absorbance [4], it might be involved in applications where
back reflection is critical.

C. METALLIC NANO STRUCTURES
Metals are the best conductive materials on the earth due to
their free electron density capacity with high optical opacity.
One of the known methods for making metals transparent is
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ultrathin coating. Metals can be transparent when the coat-
ing thickness is 10nm or less [15]. However, the resistance
of metal films increases dramatically when the thickness
becomes less than mean free path length. The main reason
of this phenomenon is explained as electron scattering at
the outer surface and at the crystal boundary [5]. The con-
tribution of additional resistivity in models depends on the
bulk resistivity, the mean free path from electron phonon
scattering, and the corresponding length scale. Metal with the
lowest bulk resistivity and average free path length product
(ρ0×λ) is the most suitable choice for ultrathin structures [6].
Some conductors and their properties are specified in Table 1.
Accordingly, although silver is the best conductor in the
table, indium, whose resistivity is 5 times higher, has better
performance for ultrathin structures.

TABLE 1. Ultrathin performance of some metals [6].

Ultrathin metallic films can provide sufficient optical
transmittance for some applications. Although it causes
higher reflection in the infrared band, 4nm silver coating is
applied onMultispectral ZnS (zinc sulfide) substrate as given
in Figure 3. Since silver is an easily oxidizing material, mea-
surements were taken immediately after coating process. The
DC resistance of the coating was measured as 44�. Expected
shielding under these circumstances is 14.5dB according to
Eq. (7).

Measurement results given in Figure 8 show that ultra-
thin silver coating provides approximately 14dB shielding.
Expected and measured values are compatible except the
8.5GHz neighborhood.

The optical transmission of the silver coating in nano thick-
ness is shown in Figure 9. Although an average of 75%optical
transmittance is achieved in the visible band, the transmit-
tance decreases rapidly in the infrared band. Especially after
7um, optical transmittance decreases to 20% and less which
is not an acceptable value.

Another method for designing optically transparent metal-
lic structures is metal mesh with various patterns. The spaces
of the mesh provide 100% transmission in the optical spec-
trum while metal mesh blocks electromagnetic wave. Metal
meshes are one of the best candidates when high shield-
ing effectiveness and high optical transmission is required.

FIGURE 8. Insertion loss results of 4nm silver coated M-ZnS.

FIGURE 9. Optical transmission results of uncoated and silver coated
M-ZnS.

However, metallic mesh structures behave like a diffraction
grating at optical wavelengths and form diffraction order [7].

Diffraction should be considered carefully when mesh
size is comparable with the interested optical band. Imaging
applications analyze only the central diffraction order (direct
incident light) and other diffraction orders have negative
effects such as increased background stray light level and
reduction in the modulation transfer function (MTF) [7].
Therefore, minimum obscuration is required on the optical
window which is inversely proportional with the shielding
effectiveness performance.

The advantage of metallic mesh in terms of surface
endurance, ease of application and high shielding effective-
ness has led to research in detail. It was firstly discussed
by Marcuvitz under the topic of microwave-optic elements
and tried to be analyzed using transmission line model [8].
Ulrich has taken a step forward with a derived formula semi-
empirically for inductive strips, grids and capacitive coun-
terparts [9]. Ulrich stated that an inductive grid behaves as
inductive strips when the wavelength is bigger than period of
grid (λ� g). However, at resonance frequency, λ = g, SEwill
be zero and grid will be completely transparent. To encounter
this effect, capacitor is added to equivalent circuit model
via experimental validation. Beyond the resonance frequency,
Floquet Port analysis gives closer results to measurement
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results [22]. However, in most of the applications, resonance
frequency is far away and Ulrich method gives reasonable
outcomes. Therefore, Ulrich Method is chosen as compar-
ison criteria in the analysis of mesh structures. Although
the reactance part of the Ulrich’s formula gives quite suc-
cessful results, the resistance part of the model improved
in the succeeding years. First approach was modifying the
surface resistance of metallic coatings with correction factors
depending on the grid structure [13].

RDC_grid =
1
σ t

g
2a

(7)

g: period of grid.
2a: width of grid.

Grid resistance formula given in Eq. (7) is quite successful
at DC resistance however the frequency dependency is not
included. Frequency is added as a variable to resistancemodel
via skin depth by keeping the thickness effect as follows [10]:

RRDC_grid_modified =
1

σδ(1− e
−t/δ)

g
2a

(8)

In the case where the frequency converges to zero, Eq. (8)
is equal to Eq. (7). Frequency dependent resistance model
used in this study to get more general and comprehensive
results.

Ulrich’s experimentally validated reactance model [9] for
grid structure is used in the calculation of reactance part in
this study.

XGrid = Z0
−g
λ

[ln(sin
πa
g
)] (9)

Change of skin depth of gold with respect to frequency is
given in Figure 2. In photolithography process, gold is evap-
orated and gathered on the surface of the substrate. However,
gathered gold’s conductivity is less than bulk gold conductiv-
ity level (measured as 1/3) which shows up as decrease at skin
depth and SE. The thickness of the coating is approximately
300nm, which is less than 1000nm at 18GHz. Consequently,
absorption loss is not considered in the SE calculations. The
reflection loss of the grids could be expressed by the formula
below:

SE = 20log10(
RGrid + iXGrid

Z0 + RGrid + iXGrid
) (10)

Z0: Free Space Impedance
Photolithography is a process of drawing geometric pat-

terns on the material using light sensitive chemical photore-
sists. Generally, micro and nanoscale patterns are used and
applied to small-scale objects. Since the dimensions of the
samples that can be produced (due to infrastructure) cannot
be very large, the coaxial holder specified in the ASTM D
4935 standard was preferred as the SE measurement method.

CSTMWSFloquetMode approach is used in order to com-
pare the actual measurements and the analysis method results
suggested by Ulrich. CST Floquet Mode approach assumes
a single grid structure repeated periodically in an infinitely

FIGURE 10. Grid geometries of samples (upper left: B1, upper right B3,
bottom left B4, bottom right imaging system).

FIGURE 11. B1 grid theoretical and measurement results comparison.

FIGURE 12. B3 grid theoretical and measurement results comparison.

long plane. Measurements, Ulrich Model and Floquet Port
analysis results are shown in Figure 11, Figure 12 and

Figure 13. Accordingly, all results are closely compat-
ible with each other. Reduction of conductivity because
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FIGURE 13. B4 grid theoretical and measurement results comparison.

of evaporation and dielectric effects of BK7 substrate are
included in Ulrich Method and Floquet Mode analysis.

The waveguide model for the grid structure defined by
Marcuvitz [3] and Ulrich [4] as an inductive grid, proves
itself as a successful model according to the results stated
in this document. According to this model, both resistance
and reactance are defined depending on the frequency and
the margin of error at high frequencies is reduced. Although
the reactance value seems to be ineffective at low frequen-
cies, it becomes the dominant parameter as the frequency
increases. The period (g) and line thickness (2a) values of
the grid structure appear as the most important parameters
affecting the reactance as stated by Ulrich. To emphasize
this B1 and B4 samples could be analyzed. Both samples
have the same optical obscuration as seen from Table 2 with
approximately 10dB SE difference. The reason behind this
fact is presented by the Eq.s (8) and (9). The DC resistance
of the grids B1 and B4 are equal as shown in Figure 14.
However, reactance part of the grids differs by factor 3 which
is an outcome of ratio of linewidths of grids.With constant SE
requirement, decreasing linewidth causes a decrease at opti-
cal obscuration. On the other hand, the decrease in linewidth
criteria comes with complexmanufacturing techniques which
is a drawback issue.

TABLE 2. Properties of the sample.

Figure 15 shows the variation of line width and opti-
cal obscuration parameters to create minimum 15dB SE
up to 18GHz. Since the SE is fixed, two-dimensional
graph is sketched by calculating the optical obscuration
using the period corresponding to the linewidth via Ulrich
Method. As the line width decreases, the optical obscuration

FIGURE 14. Impedance change of B1 (5um/ 50um) (top) and B4
(15um/150um) (bottom) grids.

FIGURE 15. Optical obscuration and linewidth change of grids providing
15dB SE up to 18GHz.

decreases. Metallic patterns stand out as the most serious can-
didates in applications requiring high shielding effectiveness
and high optical transmission.

Despite the simplicity of the free-standing grid analysis,
in real life, grids will be applied on substrates with various
dielectric properties. Optical applications require transparent
substrates such as BK7, quartz, sapphire, germanium, ZnS
(cleartran) etc. These materials have high relative dielectric
constants (sapphire: 11.4, germanium: 16, ZnS: 8.9) which
directly affects resonance frequency and the SE performance
of themetallicmesh pattern applied. A grid in free space starts
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FIGURE 16. Effect of 6.35mm thick sapphire on the SE.

TABLE 3. Comparison of frequency selective optical window design
method.

to propagate when the grid period equals to wavelength. This
phenomenon is called Wood’s Anomaly and the frequency
is called resonance frequency [18]. When a dielectric mate-
rial added in the analysis, the resonance frequency tends to
decrease because of the trapped waves in dielectric mate-
rial [19]. Change of resonance frequency with dielectric exis-
tence is shown in Figure 16. To emphasize the substrate effect
on grid performance, B1 grid is analyzed free-standing and on
6.35mm sapphire. The period of the free-standing grid causes
resonance at 12THz. Up to resonance frequency, SE has a
decreasing trend. However sapphire substrate effect shows up
as resonance dips at 3.5GHz, 10.5GHz and 17.5GHz. When
the material thickness is twice the wavelength, the shielding
effectiveness performance approaches the results of analysis
performed stand alone.

IV. CONCLUSION
ITO coatings, graphene, metallic nano-coatings and metallic
mesh structures are compared in terms of optical transparency
and SE parameters. All analysis results are summarized in
Table 3. Graphene is a promising method for absorption
applications. However, current studies specify minimal effect
on SE [23] and cannot be used as a single material for
this purpose. Metallic nano-coatings cause a decrease of
4 of optical transmission with 14.45dB SE. Applications
require moderate SE and optical transmission is preferable

for nano-coatings. On the other hand, ITO has better perfor-
mance than both graphene and nano-coatings. 16%OT loss at
visible band and 1000nm wavelength neighborhood provide
19.27dB SE which is sufficient for most of the frequency
selective optical window applications. The popularity of ITO
is related to its efficiency and applicability. Metallic mesh
structures are the best candidate for applications require high
SE and OT values. 36dB SE could be provided with only 5%
OT loss. However, measured substrates performed 36dB SE
with 20% OT loss and added to comparison as such. Draw-
backs of the method such as MTF decrease, dielectric and
diffraction effects require careful analysis.
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